Load balancing algorithms play a vital role in enhancing performance in data centers and cloud networks. Due to the massive size of these systems, scalability challenges, and especially the communication overhead associated with load balancing mechanisms, have emerged as major concerns. Motivated by these issues, we introduce and analyze a novel class of load balancing schemes where the various servers provide occasional queue updates to guide the load assignment.
INTRODUCTION
Background and motivation. We introduce and analyze hyper-scalable load balancing algorithms that only involve minimal communication overhead and yet deliver excellent performance. Load balancing algorithms play a key role in efficiently distributing jobs (e.g. compute tasks, database look-ups, file transfers) among servers in cloud networks and data centers . Well-designed load balancing schemes provide an effective mechanism for improving performance metrics in terms of response times while achieving high resource utilization levels. Besides these typical performance criteria, communication overhead and implementation complexity have emerged as equally crucial attributes, due to the immense size of cloud networks and data centers. These scalability challenges have fueled a strong interest in the design of load balancing algorithms that provide robust performance while only requiring low overhead.
Hyper-scalable algorithms. Motivated by the above issues, we propose and examine a novel class of load balancing schemes which also leverage memory at the dispatcher, but allow the communication overhead to be seamlessly adapted and reduced below that of the JIQ scheme. The basic scheme is as follows:
Algorithm 1 (Basic hyper-scalable scheme). The dispatcher forwards incoming jobs to the server with the lowest queue estimate. The dispatcher maintains an estimate for every server and increments these estimates for every job that is assigned. Status updates of servers occur at rate δ per server, and update the estimate that the dispatcher has at its disposal to the actual queue length.
We introduce four hyper-scalable schemes that obey the rules of Algorithm 1 but differ in when the status-updates are sent. When the updates sent by the servers to the dispatcher are synchronized, we denote the scheme by SUJSQ(δ ), Synchronized-Updates Join-theShortest-Queue. Similarly we introduce AUJSQ(δ ) (AsynchronousUpdates Join-the-Shortest-Queue), which is used when the updates are asynchronous. We then add an exp-tag whenever the time between two updates is exponentially distributed (with parameter δ and mean 1/δ ) and a det-tag when the time between the updates is constant (1/δ ). This gives rise to four schemes; SUJSQ det (δ ) , SUJSQ exp (δ ), AUJSQ det (δ ) and AUJSQ exp (δ ).
When the update frequency per server is δ and λ < 1 denotes the arrival rate per server, the number of messages per job is δ /λ, which can be easily tuned by varying the value of δ . Since all queue lengths are updated (on average) once every 1/δ time units, this gives δ N queue-updates per time unit. Note that this algorithm can be implemented as a strictly push-based scheme (where the dispatcher requests the queue lengths of the servers), as well as a strictly pull-based scheme (where each server sends its queue length to the dispatcher, using an internal clock).
We show that the four schemes can achieve a vanishing waiting time in the many-server limit with just one message per job, just like JIQ. The proposed schemes are particularly geared however towards the sparse feedback regime with less than one message per job, where they outperform corresponding sparsified JIQ versions.
With fluid limits we demonstrate that in the ultra-low feedback regime the mean stationary waiting time tends to a constant in the synchronous case, but grows without bound in the asynchronous case.
KEY FINDINGS
We investigate fluid limits in order to explore the performance of the hyper-scalable algorithms in the many-server limit N → ∞. We analyze their behavior and fixed points, and use these to derive results for the system in stationarity as function of the update frequency δ .
Asymptotically optimal feedback regime. Using fluid-limit analysis, we prove that the proposed schemes can achieve a vanishing waiting time in the many-server limit when the update frequency δ exceeds λ/(1 − λ). In case servers only report zero queue lengths and suppress updates for non-zero queues, the update frequency required for a vanishing waiting time can in fact be lowered to just λ, matching the one message per job involved in the JIQ scheme. Sparse feedback regime. Figure 1 displays results from extensive simulations and shows the mean waiting time as function of the number of messages per job. This number is proportional to the update frequency δ , and equals δ /λ for the four hyper-scalable schemes. We also show results for JIQ(p), a sparsified version of JIQ, where a token is sent to the dispatcher with probability p whenever a server becomes idle. Random refers to the scheme where every job is assigned to a server selected uniformly at random, and RoundRobin assigns the i-th arriving job to server 1 + i mod N .
For the sparse feedback regime when δ < 0.5 we see that the schemes SUJSQ det (δ ) and SUJSQ exp (δ ) outperform JIQ(p). Also observe that SUJSQ det,idle (δ ), the scheme in which only idle servers send reports, achieves a near-zero waiting time with just one message per job, just like the JIQ scheme, and outperforms JIQ(p) across most of the relevant domain δ < 0.5. However, as δ ↓ 0 the waiting time grows without bound, since estimates will grow large due to lack of updates, which causes servers that are reported idle in the latest update to receive many jobs in succession.
Ultra-low feedback regime. We examine the performance in the ultra-low feedback regime where the update frequency δ goes to zero, and in particular establish a somewhat counter-intuitive dichotomy. When all status-updates occur synchronously, the behavior of each of the individual queues approaches that of a singleserver queue with a near-deterministic arrival process and exponential service times, with the mean stationary waiting time tending to a finite constant. In contrast, for asynchronous updates, the individual queues experience saw-tooth behavior with oscillations and waiting times that grow without bound.
MAIN RESULTS

Synchronous updates
Proposition 3.1 (Bounded qeue length for SUJSQ det (δ )). For any initial state with finite queue mass, the fraction of servers on fluid scale with a queue length larger than some constant s(λ,T ) vanishes over time. Additionally, if the initial queue mass is sufficiently small and the initial fraction of servers with a queue length larger than s(λ,T ) is zero, then that fraction will remain zero forever.
Then there a exists a fixed point of the fluid-limit process at update moments. The fixed point implies that queueing vanishes at fluid level in stationarity. 
Asynchronous updates
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